1) Simplifying the development of complex systems. Today it remains extremely difficult to build robust systems that interact with the environment in any significant way. This includes embedded systems, networked systems and large-scale Internet services. I believe the way out if through the combination of compiler technology, less expressive languages (perhaps domain specific), and some forms of formal methods such as model checking. Early results show that we can prevent buffer overruns through compile-time detection; this single class of errors is responsible for over 50% of security problems on the Internet, so prevention has huge impact. We also believe a similar approach can prevent race conditions in embedded systems (and other synchronization bugs), which would have prevent such classic failures as the Therac-25 and the Mars rover. Today systems are not really designed to make use of the full range of compile-time analysis (and thus prevention) that is possible.
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2) A new architecture for data. The traditional architecture, the relational database, has served us well, but is far from perfect and is frequently misused due to the lack of alternatives. Example applications for which the traditional approach is a poor fit include: bioinformatics (like the human genome), search engines, scientific data with error distributions (which is pretty much all of it), and semi-structured data in the style of XML. The new architecture must deal directly with statistics and error propagation, data transformation and workflow, combining structured and unstructured data, schema evolution, and federation (combining partially distrusting databases).
3) A movement toward "flow" instead of computation. Currently computer science is based on computation not on flow, but I believe that in most cases the flow of data is the harder problem. Some examples: chips are limited by wiring (flow) not by transistors (computation); the Internet is limited by flow properties such as QoS and bandwidth (not by the PC at the endpoint); information overload is flow problem; databases are limited by I/O not by computation but the programming model (threads) is geared toward computation; event-driven systems (flow oriented) are widely used for giant servers and embedded systems, but are poorly supported and not well understood.
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